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If every pavement in New York is a
catwalk, it must follow that every
beach in the Hamptons is too. I played
the part of a bemused Brit there over
the weekend and can report that all
summer garb, clothing and accessories,
must this year come with pom-poms.
The must-have maxidress of choice

was Akasa’s white tiered version with
a pom-pom trim at the waist worn
with a pair of Muzungu Sisters leather
and pom-pom sandals. There were
pom-poms on bags, in hair and even
in an elaborate cocktail.
If you’re yet to leave for your

holidays, there are plenty of pieces in
the sale that will tick the bobbly box,
such as Boden’s striped dress with a
collar of navy poms (£36, boden.co.uk)
or & Other Stories’ off-white dress
with a dangly trim (£17, stories.com).
If you’re now back home for the
duration, I suggest Asos’s embroidered
pom-pom sandals (£29, asos.com) as a
back-to-work pom-pom pick-me-up.
The other trend I spotted Stateside

is what early adopters are calling ear
suspenders, which makes them sound
sexy and surgical truss in equal
measure. They are far more the
former than the latter.
The cult New York piercer Maria

Tash — she who has adorned the
lobes of the front row with multiple
diamond cuffs and studs — might just
have opened her first London outlet in
Liberty, but ear suspenders require no
extra holes other than the usual two.
They curl up from the lobe and

hang from the notch just below the
opening to your inner ear (the anti
tragus, for anatomy pedants). The
in-crowd are buying theirs from the
American jewellers Smith + Mara
(smithandmara.com), but it’s only
a matter of time before they reach
our high street — at which point you
can show off that not only do you
know all about them but you even
know what that part of your ear is
called. You’re welcome.
Twitter: @harrywalker1

you can pick up Bing’s brand of
off-duty LA glamour.
Hang on, you might be thinking,

skinny jeans, ankle boots and a biker
jacket is hardly pushing the sartorial
envelope. And you’d be right: they’re
standard issue for any woman over 21.
You probably have one or all of the
above, but after a lengthy trying-on
session chez Bing my view is that hers
work a little harder than your average
clobber — they’re designed to look a
certain way and to give a certain effect.
Basically, if you like the way Bing

looks in her clothes, then you’ll like
the way you’ll look in them too. The
sizing is even on the generous side to
help you to imitate that perfect West
Coast slouchiness. By turning herself
into a latter-day digital fashion plate,
Bing has taken all the faff out of
putting together an outfit: everything
in the range goes with everything else,
and you’ll want to live in all of it.
I love her mom jeans, which are not

nearly as unflatteringly authentic as
some of those Nineties-era waist
huggers: they’re a mid-rise, straight-leg
crop in true blue denim (£175). Her
£75 classic T-shirts are consistent
bestsellers, she tells me, for their
slightly sheer finish and “luxe basic”
look (they also have a back seam that
stops them going awry in the wash), as
are her chic and delicate lace-trimmed
camisoles (£129), ideal for holiday
evenings. Her classic fit blazer (£175)
in light wool is the sort of thing every
woman should have in her wardrobe.
You don’t have to take my word for

it, though: check Bing’s Instagram feed.
Then start making your shopping list.
Anine Bing is at Harvey Nichols
Knightsbridge, harveynichols.com

F
inding the perfect jeans
to go with the perfect
T-shirt is as big a job
for a fashion editor as
matching the wines to
a tasting menu is for a
sommelier. To say it’s
something of an art

form is an understatement — but
the Instagram star Anine Bing has
made a career of it.
Bing, a Danish (tick) ex-model

(double tick) who apparently dated
Jim Carrey for a while (nobody’s
perfect), has 310,000 followers who,
like me, believe that finding the right
denim and jersey combo is on a par
with achieving nirvana.
Bing’s look is partly rock-chick,

partly the most glam mum at the
school gates, but is perhaps best
described as “how to dress like
Instagram”. It relies heavily on
vintage-inspired skinny denim of the
ripped or otherwise distressed variety,
slub-cotton T-shirts that hang
perfectly, delicate jewellery plus the
odd leather jacket and ankle boots.
It could also be described as the

wardrobe that everybody wants: a
capsule of clothes that doesn’t feel
too sterile or uniform, that works for
day or night, isn’t in thrall to trends
and is as comfortable as your PJs but
(crucially) doesn’t look it. A potent and
enviable mix, I’m sure you’ll agree.
Thankfully Bing is gracious enough

to share her style: her West Hollywood
store is visited as regularly as a Tesco
Express by Jessica Alba, Rosie
Huntington-Whiteley, Kendall Jenner,
Gigi Hadid and their ilk. Now we have
one too, with a concession in Harvey
Nichols’s Knightsbridge branch where

The LA yummy mummy’s secret is out
In Beverly Hills
they’re all wearing
Anine Bing, says
Harriet Walker

Pom-poms and ear-suspenders

Anine Bing shows
off the style that has
attracted the A-list
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